DACA RENEWALS ARE BEING ACCEPTED

If you have DACA or have ever had DACA...
Submit your renewal as soon as possible
→ Obtain a legal consult before submitting
→ USCIS cannot share DACA recipient information with ICE without a court order

If you never had DACA...
You cannot submit a request now
Stay informed on how the government responds to recent court decisions and when or if new DACA applications will be accepted

Things Everyone Can Do

Get an Immigration Screening
Find out what your options are for immigration relief. Get an immigration check up as soon as possible!

Stay Informed
The status of DACA continues to change so make sure to get information from credible sources for any updates and developments of the pending lawsuits.

Get Involved
Visit the United We Dream website to learn of ways to get involved and the Ready California Website for resources and a list of legal service providers.

For more information visit the ILRC, Ready California, NILC United We Dream websites.